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The views of literary enlightenment, literary aesthetic and literature of human 
beings did exist simultaneously during the May 4th movement. While these views did 
not come into being suddenly , their process of forming and thinking background both 
began from Late Qing Dynasty; what’s more, a series of native backgrounds such as 
their theory discourse , trend of writing , narrative pattern and knowledge background 
all came from Late Qing Dynasty. Because of sprouting up of the modernity and 
historic accumulating , in the May 4th ,there would be a picture of  multi-literature . 
The May 4th is a period of thinking enlightenment , its literature was full of 
rational enlightenment . in this spirit , the literary view had a trend of sociality ,reality, 
criticism and toolism. The literary opinion and practice in the May 4th both continue 
the “new fiction”movement in the late Qing Dynasty. 
At the back of enlightenment, after the “the wake of human being”,individual 
feeling and consciousness of the sense of aesthetic ,had become the another pursue of 
literature . The emphasis on the aesthestic during the May 4th  is the opposite of the 
literary enlightenment . but this paradox still began from late Qing Dynasty .which not 
only shared the physical and emotion al discourses , but also have the same narrative 
model on the subjective fictions and individual fictions. 
 The May 4th literary views put the emphasis both on the enlightenment and 
aesthetic,this paradox was combined by Zhou zuoren into a new literary view named 
“the literature of human beings”. Actually, besides Zhou zuoren’s opinion, the creator 
society ’view was not pure artist ,it combined the life and art at the higher level .The 
Literary Research Society aslo advocated putting the life and art together,their 
members just like Mao dun , Zheng zhenduo,Ye shengtao,Bing xin all denied to view 
the literature as a weapon of political and insisted on the asethetic .This historical 
synthetic consciousness came from late Qing Dynasty ,especially the opinions of 
Wang guowei,Huang moxi ,Xu nianci,Jin songcen . 
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